2202 McGowan St.
Enderby. BC
V0E 1V2

Woodford Forestry Services Inc. is a growing company operating in the Okanagan and Shuswap areas.
Enderby is centrally located between Vernon and Salmon Arm on the beautiful Shuswap River.
We are looking for a highly motivated and skilled individual to fill the following positions:

Professional Forester:
The Professional Forester will provide leadership in a mentoring and technical capacity and provide high
level skills to all aspects of forest development projects.

Required skills and experience.











Registered as an RPF with the ABCFP.
Provide excellent client relations.
5+ years of road and cut block layout experience, cable and steep slope harvesting layout
experience an asset.
Stand evaluation, volume, log product, and value estimation skills.
Appraisal data information summary and collection.
Site Plan data collection and summarizing. Experience with LRM an asset.
Experience with Lidar, Road Eng and standard mapping applications.
Excellent computer and technical writing skills.
Crew supervision and quality assurance.
Work independently and in crew environment with an attitude towards safety.

Senior Forest Technician:
The Senior Forest Technician will provide leadership, technically and personally, within forest
development projects both new and ongoing. The successful applicant will take a lead role in all aspects
of forest development projects.

Required Skills and Experience:










5+ years of road and cut block layout experience, cable and steep slope harvesting layout
experience an asset.
Stand evaluation, volume, log product, and value estimation skills.
Crew supervision and quality assurance.
Field and office duties related to full phase forest development projects.
Work independently and in crew environment with an attitude towards safety.
Timber Cruising experience an asset.
Good computer and technical writing skills.
Experience working with Lidar data and Road Eng.
Registered with the ABCFP.

Timber Cruiser:






Established as an ATC, ATE or registered with ABCFP with 3 years as head cruiser experience.
Achieve production and quality goals in an efficient and safe manner.
Have a working knowledge of Cruisemate, and GPS plot location techniques. Experience with
Cruisecomp an asset.
The ideal candidate will be highly motivated, have a safe work attitude, and a willingness to
mentor junior staff.
Valid Class 5 driver’s licence.

WFS offers competitive wages, benefits and flexible environment allowing team members to balance
their home / work life and grow as forest professionals.
All positions are available immediately and will remain open until filled.

Please submit resume and cover letter to:
Email: admin@woodfordforestry.ca Attn: Patrick Woodford, RFT
Thank for you for your interest, only those selected for interviews will be contacted.

